An Investigation into the Effects of Curriculum Enrichment on Creativity and Achievement Motivation of Gifted students in Public Schools
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Abstract

One of the main tasks of any educational system is to provide a proper field and opportunity for learning in order to flourish the various talents of students. In addition to such various needs of students, the needs arising from cultural and social requirements at national and regional levels and international requirements faced the educational systems with serious challenges. One way to solve such challenges is to design appropriate extracurricular activities to meet the educational needs of students in order to enhance their achievement motivation and creativity. This study was conducted in order to investigate the effect of curriculum enrichment on creativity and achievement motivation of gifted students in public schools of Farrashband, Fars, Iran. The present study is a descriptive study. The samples consists of all second and third grade students of public secondary schools in Farrashband, Fars, Iran. The samples include 40 gifted students and 139 ordinary students they were selected as the study samples, using simple random sampling method. In this study, Torrance's Creativity Questionnaire (1965), Herman's Achievement Motivation Questionnaire (1970) as well as one researcher-made questionnaire was applied to assess curriculum enrichment. The data were analyzed using Pearson correlation coefficient, Independent t-test, and Manova. The obtained results revealed that there was a significant relationship between achievement motivation and educational attainment, and between creativity and educational attainment in students. Also, there was a significant relationship between curriculum enrichment and educational attainment of gifted students; however, there is no significant relationship was observed between curriculum enrichment and creativity which can be explained in this way that other factors such as personality and familial traits may modify this relationship. In addition, there was no significant difference between talented and ordinary male and female students in terms of their achievement motivation and creativity. With regard to the findings of the current study, in order to improve the educational programs for students, it is suggested that special attention be given to the enrichment of educational facilities and also no difference be assigned to males and females in terms of creativity and achievement motivation in educational planning in the Ministry of Education.
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1. Introduction

The main objective of Extra-curricular activities is to strengthen the creative spirit in students. Guildford believes that creativity is the divergent thinking. He argues that in divergent thinking, when faced with the problem, the mind swerved toward the indeterminate answer and different directions. While convergent thinking is used when there is a comprehensive solution for the problem, but when there are no solutions are offered, a range of solutions are offered, so divergent thinking is applied (Karimi 2006). One of the first incentives that is studied with creativity is motivation, and as creativity motive is the need to progress or Achievement Motivation. We all know people who constantly progressing, succeed,
motivation and creativity? Between gifted and ordinary Male and Female students, is there any significant difference in terms of their achievement? The present and future. So the main question in this research is whether the enrichment program will provide facilities and in this case the teachers' training has a special status. Basically, the training should be tailored to students' abilities, and in this way the teachers' training must be among the three top students of his/her class in the three past years and also the teachers must confirm their capabilities, tastes, talents, and interests, intellectual, psychological, and emotional needs, which were very sufficient and self-control (Omidvaar, Hedayat, Azim, 2013).

Corman defined Achievement Motivation as a wish to surpass in a particular behavior, especially a behavior that is changed to a criterion or criteria (Corman, 1997; translate by Shokrkon, 2007). In the same way Sternberg did the same research over 110 students. The topic of his research was "creativity education effect on students' performance". The effectiveness of training the students' creativity referred to their cognitive and personal characteristics (Pirkhaefi, 2009). Make et al examine the impact of exploration (educational) programs focused on elementary students in an investigation. The results show that active learning, curriculum chosen by the students, access to resources, exploration and self-assessment significantly increase students' creativity (Make, Sonmy, Momar, 2009). Torrance criticized the traditional education and emphasized the importance of changing the traditional development and conduct training programs toward a creative curriculum. These researchers believe that to achieve this we should enrich the learning environment and provide creative programs (Torrance, 1990).

Educational value of extra-curricular activities is not only less than formal activities, but in some cases even more than they are. For both teachers and students in extracurricular activities feel freer and therefore they are more willing to them and use these activities more (Zahiri, 2003). Perhaps the greatest way for gifted students across the world have been used, is the enrichment of the curriculums of the public schools. Rich curriculum means the addition of activities that develop intellectual skills or a special creativity of gifted students. This means that the current program will be more flexible and lesson plans based on the needs and demands of of students and their abilities (Naderi, Hossein Nejad, Zain Abadi, 2012). Renzulli and Rees present enrichment model based on this belief that the kids show talented behaviors in special fields and activities in order to show their higher creativity, commitment to duty and their above-average ability for doing these activities.

Enrichment programs for talented or gifted students should carry out based on their needs, interests, abilities, and creative power, and their educational degrees. Gifted students need an environment where educational facilities are in such a way that stimulates their creativity. Interests, knowledge and abilities of gifted and talented students are very wide and they are in higher level in comparison with other students. Therefore, their training must be based on recognition of their capabilities, tastes, talents, and interests, intellectual, psychological, and emotional needs, which were very heterogeneous and advanced in such people (Renzully, Rice, 1997). In order to enrich the training programs we must provide an environment for students to apply their abilities. The implementation of this program seems to be very difficult, because class rules and programs and the time of these classes sometimes prevent the implementation. These rules, in many cases is not adapted with advanced abilities, curiosity, spirit of exploration, independence and autonomy of gifted student and usually prevents the mental development of these students. In this research we should create innovation in existing programs this enable us to recognize the most capable students and help them to raise their talents. In the training and educating of gifted students educational enrichment programs have full attention at the role of teacher and administrator and their effect on the characteristics of gifted students In addition to teaching styles and educational facilities and in this case the teachers' training has a special status. Basically, the training should be tailored to students' talents. As this training is richer students have more opportunities for growth and are ready for understanding that they need to it in the present and future. So the main question this research is that whether the enrichment program will cause the growth of creativity and motivation of students?

The second question is, now that the training conditions and facilities for Male and Female is almost the same between gifted and ordinary Male and Female students, is there any significant differences in terms of their Achievement Motivation and creativity?

2. Methodology

The samples consist of all students, gifted and ordinary, of second and third grade that is educating in secondary school in the school year 2012-1013 in Farrashband. Among all grades of secondary school 40 students were selected as a group of gifted students. Criteria for the selection of gifted students is in this way that each student in public schools should be among the three top students of his/her class in the three past years and also the teachers must confirm their
abilities. And also 139 ordinary students were selected using simple random sampling method. The research instruments include:

2.1 Herman's Achievement Motivation Questionnaire

In the present study for assessing achievement motivation we use Hermans' achievement motivation test (Hermans, Tarlek, Miss., 1997). Based on empirical methods and theories about achievement motivation Hermans make a questionnaire contains 92 questions initially. But according to existing researches, 10 distinguishing features of those with high achievement motivation of people in comparison with those with low achievement motivation are used to make above mentioned questionnaire and limit the number of questions to 29 according to Development indexes (Akbari, 2007). This test is valid. The correlation coefficients for the questionnaire were reported, in a range of 57/0 to 30/0(Raees Saadi, 2007). In this study, the reliability was 80/0.

2.2 Torrance's Creativity Questionnaire

Torrance's Creativity questionnaire (Torrance, Goff, 1990) containing 60 questions and each question have three options that measures creativity. Options represent the creativity from low to high which include the scores 1, 2 and 3 respectively. So the maximum f scores will be 180 and the minimum will be 60. Various researchers used this scale in their study, and it confirmed the validity of this scale. In this study, by using Cronbach's alpha the reliability of this scale was reported 69 / 0 that is satisfactory.

2.3 Curriculum Enrichment

We used the researcher-made questionnaire to check the quality of educational enrichment program the researcher made this questionnaire and implement it according to the purpose of his study. The questionnaire included 25 items on a Likert scale graded from strongly agree = 5 degree to strongly disagree = 1. In this study, Cronbach's alpha for the 25-item questionnaire of educational enrichment equals 84 / 0 that is satisfactory.

To check the validity we correlate each item with the total score so the measure of validity was obtained that was satisfactory.

3. Findings

The findings of this study shows that among gifted group(40 students) 22 students are female and 18 students are male among the ordinary group 79 students are female and 60 students are male. The average score of gifted students was 19.51 and the average score of ordinary students was 17.15. The literacy rate for gifted students' father and mother were respectively 55 and 27 percent higher than diploma. And for ordinary students these percentages were respectively 27 and 10.

Table 1. Correlation coefficient between creativity, Achievement Motivation, and academic achievement of ordinary and gifted students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>creativity</th>
<th>Achievement Motivation</th>
<th>academic achievement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creativity</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achievement Motivation</td>
<td>*0/43</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic Achievement</td>
<td>*0/24</td>
<td>*0/29</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*P<0.05>

As you can see in the above table there was a significant relationship between creativity and academic achievement. There was also a significant correlation between creativity and achievement motivation.
Table 2. The correlation coefficient between educational enrichment program and creativity in gifted students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Sample Group</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academic achievement</td>
<td>Achievement Motivation</td>
<td>107.94</td>
<td>9.64</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Educational enrichment program</td>
<td>94.69</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achievement Motivation</td>
<td>Creativity</td>
<td>114.80</td>
<td>10.05</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Educational enrichment program</td>
<td>94.69</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As specified in the table above there was a significant relationship between the enrichment of the learning environment and achievement motivation (r = 0.32 and p = 0.025). As mentioned in the above table, there wasn't any significant relationship between educational enrichment program and creativity.

Table 3. The comparison between ordinary and gifted students in terms of Creativity, Achievement Motivation, and Academic achievement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Sample Group</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academic achievement</td>
<td>Gifted students</td>
<td>19.51</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>7.36</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ordinary students</td>
<td>17.15</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achievement Motivation</td>
<td>Gifted students</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>107.94</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ordinary students</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>102.81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creativity</td>
<td>Gifted students</td>
<td>114.80</td>
<td>10.05</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ordinary students</td>
<td>107.57</td>
<td>10.66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As you can see there was a significant difference between gifted and ordinary students in terms of creativity (t = 3.94 and p < 0.001) so that the gifted students' average creativity is higher than the ordinary students' average creativity. And also there was a significant difference between gifted students and ordinary students in terms of achievement motivation (t = 2.79 and p = 0.007) so that the gifted students' average achievement motivation is higher than ordinary students.

There was a significant difference between gifted students and ordinary students in terms of academic achievement (t = 7.36 and p = 0.001) in a way that the gifted students' average achievement motivation is higher than ordinary students.

Table 4. Comparison between male and female gifted students and ordinary students in terms of achievement motivation and Creativity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Sample group</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creativity</td>
<td>Gifted students</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>113.50</td>
<td>10.22</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>116.28</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ordinary students</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>106.71</td>
<td>9.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>108.47</td>
<td>11.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achievement motivation</td>
<td>Gifted students</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>106.16</td>
<td>9.21</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>109.47</td>
<td>9.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ordinary students</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>100.93</td>
<td>11.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>104.26</td>
<td>11.72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As specified in the table above there wasn't any specific difference between male and female gifted students and ordinary ones in term of achievement motivation (F = 0.001 and p = 0.995). It is also there was no significant difference among female and male gifted students and ordinary ones in term of creativity (F = 0.7 and p = 0.79).

4. Results and Discussion

As we have seen, a significant relationship was found between motivation and academic achievement. This is consistent with Bagheri's findings (Bagheri, Namazian, Amiri, 2012) and Yousefi (Yousefi, 2008). One of the requirements of
academic achievement is having achievement motivation. So focusing on students' psychological and motivational problems can be important and effective in their academic achievement. We can define the importance of motivation in learning in this way: If the students are not interested in their lessons or if they were in a low level of motivation they won't pay attention to the teachers' explanations; they do not continue their assignments seriously and do not get much progress in their courses. Vice versa, If the students are interested in their lessons or if they were in a high level of motivation they listen to their teacher carefully and continue their assignment seriously. Looking for more information to collect and subsequently, they get progressed. The data showed a significant correlation between creativity and achievement motivation and academic achievement. This finding is consistent with Postigo (Postigo, 2002), Fustigo (Fustigo, 2005), Slavin (Slavin, 2006) and Zahabioun and Ahmadi (Zahabioun, Ahmadi, 2009). So it can be said that people who have high achievement motivation and love to achieve their goals and plan to reach them by reaching their goals are on the path of progress and these all can provide the basis for innovation. By the way, a person shows his/her creativity when he/she has a strong motivation in this field because without motivation if you have a creative potential this potential will not actualize. This relationship would be stated like this: the creativity can also cause academic achievement. Creativity is the result of heredity and of environment (Afrooz, 2011). So creativity can gives incentives to people to work harder for their academic achievement, it also enhances motivation and eventually it increases academic achievement.

The results showed that there was a significant relationship between the enrichment of the learning environment and achievement motivation of talented students. That are consistent with Adhami et al. research results (Adhami, Javadi, Haghdooost, 2002), and (Zare, Davyjany, 2012). Zare Davyjany in his research found that familiarity with information technology has a great impact on students' progress. As it stands, both at home and at school facilities will increase students' progress and efficiency. However, according to Piaget facilities and technology should fit the child's development to have a positive impact otherwise if the facilities go beyond the level of child and student growth it would destroying his/her achievement motivation. Research has shown that learning contributes 70% of visual and 13% of auditory, while in the schools more attention and focus is on the sense of hearing. If the student use of audiovisual aids such as slide film, audio tapes, laboratory instruments and these aids are involved in, the student's learning will be more durable and more effective. One of the features of having facilities in schools is that we have stylish and fun classes. Because if classes look fun, it can increase student's motivation to have better academic achievement (Adhami, Javadi, Haghdooost, 2002).

The results showed that there weren't any significant relationship between the enrichment of the learning environment and creativity in talented students. So these findings are consistent with the results of Nakhaei et al. (Nakhaei, Joseph, 2011), (Rezaei Rad and Abazari, 2010), (Hosseini, Bahrami, 2002). Rezaei-Nejad and Abazari in their study found that knowledge of ICT is positively associated with creativity of the staffs of education and training office. So existence of facilities such as educational technology, computers, equipped laboratories, sympathetic teachers and developed schools and... makes a lot of students open their ideas and to experiment and research in that field. Lots of creativity may just be as same as simple ideas, and students do not have the required situation for its development but if the fields and facilities were provided these ideas may come to actuality or the existence of facilities may directly leads to creativity. Existence of facilities may also cause the creativity in teachers and teachers can provide the necessary environment for creative students. As Torrance (Torrance, 1990) concluded that the teacher in the classroom is the decisive factor in increasing students' creativity. Hosseini (Hosseini, Bahrami, 2002) showed that if appropriate training structure is provided to teachers their knowledge increased and their attitudes changed and they can use modern teaching skills and teach in a way that increase the students creativity.

These all finding are consistent with the finding of our research. Torrance (Torrance, 1990) criticized the traditional education and emphasizes on the importance of changing the traditional program and conducts the training toward creative programs. He believes that to achieve this we should enrich the learning environment and provide innovative programs so training the creative teachers, in order to train creative students is very important.

The absence of this relationship can be explained by other factors such as personality, family factors, genetic factors which modify the relationship between creativity and the enrichment program. Results showed there was a significant difference between gifted and ordinary students in terms of academic achievement and achievement motivation so that talented students' average of academic achievement is higher than ordinary students.

Yousefi (Yousefi, 2008) in a study called the relationship between academic motivation and academic achievement of students found that academic motivation have a direct relationship with clinical GPA that is accordant with the results of this study. Since gifted students due to internal motivation and external incentives are always encouraged. So it is clear that these students have a better grade point average than other students. The around people are in the role of external incentives who added incentive to students' progress to maintain his/her success and if they fall behind in school prepare...
the conditions for their prosperity by entering on time and doing some effective tasks.

When there are differences between gifted and ordinary students in terms of achievement motivation it means that talented students have higher achievement motivation and this motivation may be received from different incentives in their families. Those who use normal parenting styles usually encourage their children’s progress and always encourage their children in front of others, by this the parents attract the attentions of others to their children and in the future whether at home or at school they help their children to be the best. So parents and teachers should encourage children for their progress so they strengthen them internally and provide them the way forward.

As Mac Land stated the motivation can be boosted by training and education, family and social environment play a major role in its development. According to her, achievement motivation is not a hereditary trait and students who had attended training courses to improve achievement motivation, work better than they did before and become more successful (the Corman, 1997 translated by Shokrkon 2007). A significant difference was found between gifted and ordinary students in terms of creativity. So the average creativity of talented students was higher than average creativity of the ordinary students. Since creativity and innovation requires high intelligence so it can be assumed that talented students through their high intelligence can be more creative and do their works more creative. However, some experts have also said that talented students are not necessarily creative (Masen, 2007).

But it can be argued that creativity should not necessarily lead to creation. Even having new ideas or solve problems in different ways counted as creativity that can provide creation fields. As shown in Table 4-16 there weren’t any significant difference between Male and Female gifted students and ordinary ones in terms of creativity.

This is consistent with Ghorbanzadeh’s findings (Ghorbanzadeh, 2000) and (Manafi, 2003), they found no significant relationship between individual characteristics such as education level, gender and age of creativity. Also in these researches Osanloo et al (Osanloo, Asadi, Goudarzi, Kazemnejad, 2006), Khosravani and Gilani (Khosravani and Gilani, 2007), Noori (Noori, 2007), and Shaykh al-Islam, Razavieh (Shaykh al-Islam, Razavieh, 2002) there wasn’t any significant difference between Male and Female students. But this is not consistent with Tarang and Taghavi (Tarang and Taghavi, 2008) and Hosseinkhah and Vahedian (Hosseinkhah and Vahedian, 2011), which showed that there was no significant difference between Males and Females in terms of creativity.

Researches in the field of creativity and sex differences were not consistent with each other. the investigations shows that the Male students is better in creativity but the Female students are usually better in verbal creativity and have better scores in fluidity and imagination test but overall scores of Male students were better than Female ones.

As the results showed there was no significant difference between Male and Female gifted students and the ordinary ones in terms of achievement motivation. In the case of sex differences in academic performance in the past and today there are different views on this issue the first discussion is about the impact of gender and education, and the relationship between sex differences in educational and cognitive abilities. Prevailing thought in the 19th century and early 20th century showed less cognitive abilities of women than men, but the use of intelligence tests later showed that there was no difference between Males and Females. According to conducted researches there are no sex differences in general intelligence (Khosravi, 2003).

During the pre-school, Females scored higher on intelligence tests but in high school, Males scores higher in these tests because it may be because of more Males with low capacity drop the school. In discussing the academic achievement results indicate that Females have higher academic achievement than Males in elementary school and this is true even in math and science, in high school and pre-university there is a small difference and even the Females are better in the early years. Arnat also emphasized the difficulty of comparing the academic performance of Males and Females and limit the comparisons to specific aspects of the curriculum he believed that at all levels of development and learning is equal for Males and Females. However, in the last quarter of the twentieth century, we can distinguish three different periods in the academic achievement of Males and Females, in 70s that the Females had lower academic achievement, in the 80s that the level of academic achievement was equal in males and females, and in 90s which the females passed the man and had higher academic achievement level (Rastegar, 2010).

5. Conclusion

The results showed that there is a relationship between creativity, motivation and academic achievement. There is a significant relationship between Enrichment of educational facilities and academic achievement in gifted students, but there is no relationship between creativity and facilities. Also there is no significant difference between male and female ordinary and gifted students. One of the main limitations of this study was a self-administered questionnaire for collecting data.
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